Option Two
Jetty Concept Traditional
This option is considered a base option as a one level jetty, either
following the existing alignment, or similar as required to suit the
existing pile location. This option is easily extendable in the future.
A deck level the same as the existing has been considered (+4.2m
CD) and a width of 3m
This diagram shows the option of a traditional Jetty, approximatel
250m long, and curved to match the alignment of the existing jetty.
It can either be straight or include a T-section at the end.
The T-section, at approximately 16m long x 6m
wide,
will allow for
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maintenance vehicles to easily turn around and provides a larger
space for fishing and circulation.
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Option Three
Jetty Concept Contemporary
Cross section - through landing deck

This option provides more of the elements that have made
maritime structures of this type destinations for leisure and
social activity for over 100 years. It’s a landmark structure,
complementing the high quality of the foreshore facilities and
landscaping, which will attract visitors to Esperance as well as
providing an inviting prospect to promenade to the end of the
jetty and back - a practice that has existed as long as public
jetties have been around.
The design is a modern interpretation of historical precedents,
with arched portals creating a procession from the foreshore to
the landing. The portals would be treated similarly to the steel
and timber light poles currently used on the foreshore, with
LED lighting on the inside and outside surfaces creating halos
of light for the full length of the pier and a nightime attraction.

The design is a steel framed structure on top of piles to create
a lightweight appearance. The preference is for ‘Modwood’ or
similar synthetic timber style decking, rather than concrete,
however this could be altered to suit requirements, such as
fishing, either locally or across the whole deck.
The concept depicted is approx. 250m long (half the length of
the existing jetty), 3m wide with a T-head shown 20m long x
6m wide.
As with Option 1 and Option 2, the deck level is +4.2m CD and
can be adapted to include or exclude the T-section and/or the
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low level landing. The length of the jetty is adjustable, with the
design currently shown with 6m bents.
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